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Brand Tool Box cover

Chapter title spread

Handbook cover

Brand Tool Box Materials Redesign:
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Phelps Design Consulting:

Background: Phelps Design Consulting is a creative consulting firm providing design 
direction and vision to clients. Using an integrated model of research, concept and design, I 
deliver engaged creative direction that helps express the energy of my clients’ brand and that 
in turn strengthens their clients’ customer experience.

Objective: Engaging the customer is key to any company’s success and I am committed to 
delivering a comprehensive and compelling brand experience that produces measurable results. 
Through the vision of design, the creation of content, and the consumers’ recognition of brand, 
I strengthen my clients’ customer experience.

Solution: I have worked ‘hands-on’ and/or steered initiatives such as identity redesign, 
collateral, facility design, Web sites and publication design. Three examples are Do The 
Books program logo, Automated Accounting Solutions logo redesign and Brand Tool Box 
materials redesign.

Automated Accounting Solutions logo

Do The Books program logo

Previous:New Direction:
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Capabilities brochure cover

Conversion brochure cover

SecureMail sell sheet

Deluxe Corporation:

Background: Deluxe has been the leader in check printing since 1915. Over the years, 
they’ve expanded their capabilities to include all aspects of check program management. Deluxe 
knows the power of a brand and wants their image to reflect a company that is in step with 
current market trends. To that point, I was hired to do the following:

Objective: Lead a new creative and design vision for all Deluxe Financial Services 
products to align our brand and steer art direction, design and visual dynamics. This is 
done with the goal of developing a comprehensive and compelling visual experience for both 
traditional and new media.

Solution: 
To do this, I set up the following phases: discover, create and develop.

Discover: An audit of all Deluxe communications materials—from promotional literature to 
the web.

Create: Creation of a new Deluxe visual system that would establish guidelines for maintaining, 
strengthening and promoting brand through consistent application of visual elements. 

Develop: Worked with numerous teams to design a broad array of marketing materials from 
brochures and ads to Power-Point presentations and web pages.

The Deluxe brand image is a valuable company asset and one that requires ongoing management to

retain its value and reduce the likelihood of trademark infringement.

The visual system is a set of tools to aid in managing a consistent brand image for Deluxe. The 

elements include typography, hierarchy, voice and tone, color palettes, imagery attributes, graphics,

grids, and the placement of the logotype and mark. An effective, workable visual system provides 

flexibility for graphic design while guaranteeing the consistent expression of the brand.

The Deluxe Visual System was designed based on the following:

• Financial institution (FI) client loyalty survey conducted in 2000 which identified key attributes of

our image that increase the loyalty of our clients.

• Employee graphic identity system of templates, photography and formats which provide a consistent

image to employees throughout their lifecycle with Deluxe — from recruitment to retirement.

• Previously designed materials aimed at shareholders and consumers.

By building on existing research and design elements, the use of tools and standards becomes a cost-

efficient approach to consistent management of our brand image. Images and photography will be re-used.

By creatively applying these guidelines to the design and production processes of communications

materials that are used with investors, clients, customers and employees, our image becomes clearer

and our brand equity is strengthened.

The converse is also true: To the extent that our visual system is not applied, our brand is weakened.

If you have comments or questions about the application of this system, please contact 

Lynn Phelps, Director, New Media 651-787-1487.

Deluxe

Visual System

1237904 67 33829

Draft 06/12/02

Deluxe Visual System

Conversion Services
Supporting your merger and acquisition 
needs with expedited check fulfillment.

How do you manage change Conversion Services

Print Direction:

Previous:New Direction:

SecureMailSM protects you every time you order checks through us.

$13 billion $13 billion 
Check fraud costs

consumers $13 billion a year.
Check fraud costs

consumers $13 billion a year.

The Best Protection against Check Order Fraud

Respond — quickly, directly, and confidently — to this high-priority issue with
SecureMail

SM

check-ordering fraud prevention and mail security service. Only from
Deluxe Financial Services, SecureMail gives your consumers a better, safer check
package … and another reason to order checks through you.

SecureMail Combats Fraud Four Ways

Call screening When orders are placed by telephone, Deluxe uses technology
similar to Caller ID to verify the origin of the call. If the call is coming from a 
telephone not associated with an identified financial institution, the check order 
is flagged and the financial institution is contacted.

Order screening Once the order is received by Deluxe, SecureMail taps the
resources of a fraud database. Using advanced analytics, the order is screened against
millions of records, a process that helps detect potential fraudulent orders.

Tamper-evident packaging SecureMail utilizes tamper-evident packaging that is
so effective, consumers know immediately if their check package has been previously
opened. If it has, consumers can follow up at once by contacting us online, by 
telephone, or through the mail.

Return mail All check packages that cannot be delivered are automatically
returned to Deluxe, not the financial institution. We completely handle the 
situation — including following up with the financial institution, destroying 
the check package, and producing and delivering new, corrected checks.

Deluxe Delivers Security against Check Order Fraud

Helping you protect your customers is vital to Deluxe. That’s why we created
SecureMail, the most advanced fraud prevention service for receiving, screening,
and fulfilling check orders. With SecureMail, you will not only be in compliance
with the Federal Reserve Board’s protective guidelines, you’ll exceed them. More
important, you’ll give every consumer who orders Deluxe checks valuable protection
against check order fraud. And that’s good business for you … and for us.

For more information about SecureMail — or any of our products and services —
contact your Deluxe account manager today.

888-633-5893
www.deluxe.com
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90% 
of all consumers 

are willing to 
pay for greater 

check security.

Deluxe SecureMail
SM

Source: Deluxe Fraud Study, 1999 Whether you order by phone, by mail, or online, you can order

with confidence. Call screening and order screening ensure that

only you  and nobody else  can place an order for your checks.

From ordering through delivery, your checks are safe with Deluxe.

That s the point of safety.

• Worry-free check ordering

ofp int
The

Deluxe SecureMail
SM

Deluxe. The most popular checks in the world.®

Call screening

Order screening

00067894 1234

© 2001 Deluxe Financial Services, Inc.
All rights reserved. 519 (12/01)

1 . profitable.

2 . convenient.

3 . powerful.
Strengthen relationships with our strategies, options, and commitment to quality.

Enhance revenue, reduce costs, and increase efficiencies with Deluxe.

Order online, by phone, or by mail for timely, accurately, securely filled orders.

Visual System print color and elements pages

DFS Visual System

Color Palette - Print

Color is a key branding element. The judicious use of color
— in combination with the other design elements 
(e.g., typography, imagery, identity) — is fundamental to
creating a unique and effective marketing piece. 

Understanding how colors work together and with the
other visual elements requires a keen design sense. Not all 
colors work effectively together and not all colors work
across all media. Therefore, care must be given so that the
appropriate choices are made for the integrity of the design
and its application to a specific medium.

Please note: As with the other graphic elements, color always
plays a supportive role and is secondary to the typography 
and to the overall message. 

Red
PANTONE 485
0 100 91 0

Black

White

Gold
PANTONE 873
For minimal use:
details only.

Tints

Always use tints of 
10% to 90%, except for:

Red 
Yellow 
Light Yellow 
Purple

Yellow
PANTONE 131
0 30 100 10

Olive
PANTONE 450
60 50 100 20

Light Olive
PANTONE 451
30 30 60 0

Aqua
PANTONE 5503
30 0 10 15

Bright Yellow
PANTONE 604

Blue
PANTONE 295
100 55 0 35

Light Yellow
PANTONE 1225
0 15 60 0

Warm Gray
PANTONE 
Warm Gray 9

Sage
PANTONE 5793

Light Sea Green
PANTONE 558

Gray
PANTONE 7543
10 0 0 30

Purple
PANTONE 519

The colors shown on this page and

throughout this system have not been

evaluated by Pantone, Inc. for accuracy

and may not match the PANTONE Color

Standard. Consult current PANTONE

Publications for accurate color.

PANTONE¤ and other Pantone, Inc. 

trademarks are the property of 

Pantone, Inc.
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DFS Visual System

Elements

18

When designing a marketing piece, various details that reflect the full complement of Deluxe capabilities may be 
used as graphic elements. These elements should always complement the message and never conflict with or 
overpower the typography. 

Please note: To obtain the Deluxe Media Toolbox, please contact Mike Vineski at 651-481-4359.

Pay to the order of:
These elements include (but are not limited to):

¥ square shapes
¥ check patterns
¥ check borders
¥ dollar sign
¥ amount box
¥ signature
¥ lines
¥ MICR

Please note: Because Deluxe played a major role in 
developing MICR, it is included in the visual system 
to be used as a graphic element and never as type.

‰

M E M O
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Deluxe.com home page

Check Reorder home page

Power Point Direction:Web Direction:
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Tour Signage:Signage System:

DFS Visual System

Tour Signage

General Guidelines

• The Deluxe logo is not required on all tour signs. 

• Key titles on tour signs should represent one main idea that is short 
and to the point for each tour stopping point.

• Square stop signs can be added to highlight information. These should 
be printed on foam core and layered dimensionally on top of the 
background sign. Other copy on tour signs should support the key 
idea of the tour stop.

• Tour sign background colors should be White or Black.

• Red is used for square stop sign backgrounds and all other colors 
from the Deluxe Visual System may be utilized for graphics and 
non-type elements.

• Type should be either Black, White or Warm Gray.

• Use Humanist 521 Regular for main copy and Adobe Garamond for 
secondary copy.

• Predominant graphic elements, such as titles and arrows, should touch
the edges of signs.

• Graphic elements can be functional or decorative, but should not 
detract from the communication purpose of the sign.

• One-square signs should have a standard 30" foam core width.  
Two-square signs should have a standard 40" foam core length.

HR

recruiting recruiting recruiting recruiting recruiting recruiting recruiting recruiting 

on-boarding on-boarding on-boarding on-boarding on-boarding on-boarding on-boarding 

hiring hiring hiring hiring hiring hiring hiring hiring hiring 

engagem
ent engagem

ent engagem
ent 

About Human
Resources 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit amet amet
lorem dolor ipsum

and Recruiting
Casual dress

Reasonable hours
of operation

Onsite cafeteria

Ergonomic 
workstations

Fish philosophy

Celebrate you!

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
                dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
                           ipsumdolor sit amet amet.”

                    — Lorem Ipsum Dolor

Stop sign

efficiency

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Cellular 
Process Flow
Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit amet amet
lorem dolor ipsum

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit 

costs down

About Human
Resources 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet lorem dolor ipsum
dolor sit amet lorem dolor 
ipsumdolor sit amet amet
lorem dolor ipsum

DFS Visual System

Facility Signage - Exterior

1500
First Avenue
South

Visitors
Entrance

1500
First Avenue
South

 First Avenue South
1500

• Main business identification and entrance door signs must include the
Deluxe logo in the upper left corner.

• Red is the preferred background color for all exterior signage. Use a
darker version of PANTONE 485 on signs (the size of signs makes 
colors appear more intense).

• Gray is the secondary color option for exterior signage 
(to match PANTONE 7543).

• Black is used for bases and graphic elements such as large numbers,
arrows, and way-finding elements.

• White is used for the Deluxe logo and type.

• Predominant graphic elements such as titles and arrows should touch 
the edges of signs.

• Paint used on signs should be a highly durable automotive-like 
glossy paint.

• Signs should be constructed from a metal shell that is placed over a 
Black base.

Directional sign Building identification sign Main entrance identification sign

Main entrance 
identification sign -
alternate color

Entrance door identification
sign options

Building graphics



Background: John Ryan Design is a firm that specializes in the banking industry and offers 
a full-service spectrum from TV advertising to establishing new brand identities. From time to 
time, they have a need to contract with consultants and I was selected to work on a marketing 
campaign for a Portuguese bank that was expanding branches in Brooklyn, New York. 

Objective: Create a design vision utilizing BPA’s brand standards that would capture an 
engaged neighborhood bank customer experience. 

Solution: To do this, I successfully created and executed a design vision that was people 
centric and aligned to the bank’s visual identity. This helped position BPA Bank as “your good 
neighbor.” 

Bank Wall Graphic

Checking
consumer

senior

regular

individual

small business

interest bearing

Savings
passbook

holiday club

statement savings

Loans
auto

consumer

personal

Checking
consumer

senior

regular

individual

small business

interest bearing

Savings
passbook

holiday club

statement savings

Loans
auto

consumer

personal
wherewherepeoplepeople
firstfirstcomecome

A N D S E R V I C E I S S E C O N D T O N O N E

IRA’s

Mortgage

Center

Money Market

Cds

Debit cards

Credit Cards

IRA’s

Mortgage

Center

Money Market

Cds

Debit cards

Credit Cards

Where people come first

WALL 120W X 84H

Bank Window Poster

checkingaccountaccount

Free!Free!
WINDOW 36W X 54H

Where people come first

Deluxe Corporation Architecture Direction: John Ryan Design: 




